The Best Instructor

Enthusiastic and caring individuals
A successful Oracle Academy instructor is first-and-foremost an enthusiastic and caring individual. The presence of an instructor who understands the positive impact of high tech on their students’ lives is truly contagious. When coupled with the ability to teach technical concepts and skills, which we provide, you have the recipe for success.

Selection Requirements
The following requirements will assist you to select the appropriate instructor:
- Degree in Computer Science, Information Technology, or related field that requires a strong grasp of logic and problem solving
- Certified/credentialed instructor, if required by the district or state
- Participation in all professional development activities and successful completion of all quizzes and exams

Professional Development
We offer every instructor an unparalleled Oracle learning experience. Each receives the following:
- 8 week pre-institute professional development during May and June: Each week instructors study up to 7 hours, take a quiz to track their learning, and attend a 1 hour conference call with his/her mentor. Study time varies depending on the technical experience of the instructor
- Institute at UCLA in Los Angeles, CA: 6-days for Database Design & Programming or Database Application Development. 10-days for Java Programming. Exact dates are on our website
- Mentor and technical assistance
- Online curriculum that includes lesson plans, section timings, and instructor help
- Online reports to monitor student progress
- Free certification preparation and exams

Development Path
We believe strongly in providing instructor’s a pathway to continue their development and be recognized for their achievements. Each may progress through the achievement levels, apply to become a mentor, or present at educational conferences as part of the Colleague-to-colleague program.

Please contact me to discuss any challenges you may be facing. We will work together to find a solution.
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